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Brad’s Letter

In today’s world, many of us are used to getting what we want 
immediately when we want it. But there are some things that 
just cannot be rushed, including kitchen remodels. So what 
factors contribute to the timeline of a renovation?

Timing and duraTion

Kitchens, being the most complex and expensive rooms in 
the house, are difficult to generalize on when it comes to 
renovation timelines. A simple cabinet, countertop and 
appliance swap, including wall repaint and new flooring, 
may take three weeks on a small kitchen. The mere drying 
time of the various construction activities contributes to 
the minimum threshold—successive coats of drywall mud, 
tile setting materials and grout, coats of paint, and sanding, 
staining and multiple coats of hardwood flooring finish all 
need time to set.

Kitchen Remodeling Insights
By Brad Cruickshank

The custom nature of backsplashes and countertops 
contributes more time. Gone are the days when 
stock-length sections of premade plastic laminate 
countertops were cut and fit on-site. Today’s popular 
stone countertops, from measurement to install, typically 
take a week or more to complete.

If custom cabinets are involved, the lead time on them 
can easily be six weeks. Moving the major appliances 
and changing windows are other contributors to 
project duration.

ProjecT comPlexiTy

The complexity of today’s kitchens is yet another 
contributing factor. In the past, the plumber connected 
the sink, installed the disposer, and ran a water line to the 
freezer icemaker. Today’s jobs can call for multiple sinks, 
water filters, instant-hots, wall-mounted pot fillers at the 
range, and clear-ice icemakers requiring drains—all 
requiring a plumber’s expertise. 

Electrical is getting more complex too. There are more 
appliances, ever-evolving under-cabinet lighting, and LED 
fixtures as the current state-of-the art.

Adding to the footprint of the kitchen by taking adjacent 
existing space or by adding onto a house takes significantly 
more time. We currently are planning a kitchen remodel 
with an addition and adjacent screen porch that is 
projected to take five months.

conTracTor coordinaTion

Professional contractors will typically use professional 
subcontractor tradesmen for their work. Kitchens often 
involve carpenters, electricians, HVAC experts, a plumber, 
drywall installers, cabinet installers, countertop installers, 
flooring installers and painters. Often, a tile installer will 
do the floor or backsplashes. The scheduling and 
orchestration of all of these trades, working in a single 
room, has a large bearing on how quickly a project 
progresses. And there are steps that must be done in order, 
so it takes quite a bit of planning and coordination.

In previous newsletters I’ve reported on my barn project on my farm in Suches. And in my newsletter earlier 

this year I stated a goal of cooking a three-high Dutch oven meal on one of my cookouts before the end 

of the year. Progress on both matters has slowed this year as I’ve devoted much of my time to supporting 

my wife, Cheryl, in her battle with MDS (bone marrow cancer). We have been at Emory Winship Cancer 

Institute weekly since the beginning of February. I am thankful for everyone at Cruickshank Remodeling for 

“keeping the wheels on the wagon” during my absences. I am especially thankful to Tim, Denise, Bill and 

Richard who have insured that our projects have not suffered. The year has displayed the benefits of being a 

“company” and a team, rather than an individual sole proprietor. Thank you.

Con’t. on page 2
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Cruickshank 
Care

“our mosT imPorTanT Tool on 
your remodeling ProjecT.” 

call us Today for your 
free broom. 404.235.0988

Projects Since Spring 2016

Whole house 1

Condo 2

Kitchen 1

Baths 6

Deck/Porch 3

Commercial 3

Addition 1

Residential interior 5

Residential exterior 2

Window and door replacement 1

Repairs for past clients 13 

Design / Consulting 10

Total 48

Cruickshank Remodeling NewsKitchen Remodeling Insights, CON’T.

cruickshank remodeling recognized

Two leading industry trade magazines recently published 
their annual lists.  Cruickshank placed #90 on Remodeling 
Magazine’s “550 List” and #301 on the Qualified Remodeler 
“500” list. The QR list includes specialty remodelers as well 
as commercial and insurance restoration companies.

keePing room addiTion

A fun and challenging project for us recently was a Keeping Room addition to 
a Buckhead home. The project features steel windows and doors which are very 
popular right now. Due to the large expanse of glass, to feature a killer view 
of the Buckhead skyline, the project incorporates a structural steel framework 
and high-performance glass. Cruickshank Remodeling designed this project and 
renovated the adjacent kitchen last year.

drug-free WorkPlace

We are proud to be participating members in the US Department of Labor Drug 
Free Workplace program.

 

Guild Quality

Design Trends

Unfortunately the home improvement 
industry has a history of a lack of 
professionalism, poor quality, unethical 
sales tactics, and poor business practices.

Cruickshank Remodeling’s dedication to 
the highest industry standards is evident in 
many ways. Brad Cruickshank’s leadership 
in the leading industry trade organization, 
NARI, is just one indication. Another 
is through Cruickshank Remodeling’s 
use of the national customer satisfaction 
assessment firm, Guild Quality, a service we 
have used for several years. Many readers 
of this newsletter have been surveyed 
following the completion of your projects.  

Thank you for taking the time to 
respond. Your responses are compiled 
along with those of our other clients and 
are available to prospective customers 
on the Guild Quality website. We are 
proud of our report card:

Steel frame windows and doors are a raging trend in 
residential construction right now. Born from industrial 
and warehouse design, they are widely appearing in 
both new and remodeled homes. The narrow sight lines 
maximize glass and still make a traditional reference with 
their divided lites. This makes them candidates for both 
retro modern homes while also fitting in with traditional 
design elements. Leading manufacturers for years have 
been Hopes and Crittall. Fortunately, Atlanta has local 
fabricators who are producing these windows and doors 
at a fraction of the cost of similar product from the 
traditional manufacturers.

One must also recognize that each of these specialty 
subcontractors has other customers and projects they are 
working on, each with its own potential for issues to arise. 
One of the most common scheduling issues is homeowners 
asking for additional work or making changes mid-stream. 
This can extend not only the project they are focused on, 
but also delay work on subsequent steps, and potentially 
future scheduled projects.  

insPecTions and code

Finally, included in the schedule must be requisite 
building department inspections. Inspectors don’t always 
show up when requested, and inspections on older homes 
sometimes result in unexpected required additional work 
to bring them up to Code.

homeoWner decision Time

The single biggest thing homeowners can do to make 
their kitchen renovation progress smoothly and quickly 
is to make all of their decisions and selections before the 
project begins. Often homeowners are so anxious to begin 
that they will delay selection of a particular appliance, or 
selection of a detail, like what backsplash tile they want 
installed. These last-minute choices can delay a project for 
a wide variety of reasons. 

Remember that ALL of these decisions must ultimately be 
made, so why put them off?

In remodeling, I always tell my clients, “It’s not when you 
begin, it’s when you end that counts.”

Photo courtesy of Hopes Windows, Inc.

In-town publication 17 South featured 
Brad and Cheryl Cruickshank’s 
renovated Ansley Park home in their 
September 2016 issue. The article, still 
available online, features photos of the 
most recent remodeling and addition 
project, that was completed several years 
ago. It also tells a bit of the history of 
the Golf Circle 1921 Dutch colonial 
which overlooks the 3rd fairway of 
Ansley Golf Club. Finally, it highlights 
the previous two major projects on the 
home. Brad says that a remodel of his 
1996 kitchen is next on the list, “Then I 
will be done!”
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